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When taking about tectonics, people often recalled its 
relationship with architecture as a thinking framework in dif-
ferent aspects. 
On the other hand, since the invention of computers in mid 
19th Century, a revolution about technology began and the 
living style of human started to alter in every aspect, includ-
ing architecture. 
And so, what is the relationship between tectonics and 
digital from computers? Tectonics originate from and relate 
to a resolutely material world of construction； while digital 
refers to a completely immaterial realm of virtual algorithms. 
But recently these two seemingly contrast factors are com-
bined to find a new set of theories called the "Digital Tec-
tonics", refers to a new paradigm of thinking, engaging and 
generating architecture. 
I am interested in several questions, like "Do architectural 
concepts and theories of tectonics still remain valid in the 
realm of architectural computation?", "How are the new 
digital tectonics elements derived from the old classic ele-
ments?", "How do the old factors worb together with the 
new, or do the new really differ from the old?”，or "How does 
tectonic thinking change over time?" 
This thesis aimed to tackle the above questions and figure 
out the framework for Digital Tectonics； and moreover such 
framework? will be introduced for later design phases. 
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H o w CLASSICAL TECTONICS THEORY IN ARCHITECTURE ENVOLVED TO FIT MODERN TECHNOLOGY-BASED AGE? 
TECTONICS FUSION DIGITAL 
DIGITAL TECTONICS 
Definition of “TECTONICS” 
One of the most important theories and concepts in architectural 
design, referring to different qualities of architecture, the relation-
ship between structure and construction, different aspects of sbills, 
methods, materials, proportions. 
Definition of “DIGITAL ” 
It is often related to compters and new technologies. With the 
introduction of computers into the architectural design processes 
theories of architecture and their generations are aided and 
moreover influenced by the possibilities of this tool. With the aid of 
computation, novel forms, materials or construction methods are 
evolving and allowing for new possibilities to be realized as idea or 
built form. 
Definition of "DIGITAL TECTONICS" 
Nowadays both "computer" and "tectonics" are important in 
architecture but what is their relationship to each other? While in 
recent years the term "Digital Tectonics" appeared, it was not ex-
plored how ‘digital’ relates to ‘tectonic' and vice versa, two seem-
ingly contradictory terms. Initially one can argue that the digital 
belongs exclusively by its definition to a completely immaterial 
realm of virtual algorithms, while tectonic, by contrast, originates 
from and relates to a resolutely material world of construction. 
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POSSIB IL IT IES O F R E L A T I O N S H I P B E T W E E N C L A S S I C A L A N D DIGITAL T E C T O N I C S 
a) Isolated from Each Other b) Overlapping with Each Other 
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What are the relationship between 
the two tectonics? 
There are four possibilities for the relation-
ship between classical tectonics and the 
new digital tectonics. 
They could be completely two different 
theories without any linkages, and thus 
isolated from each other like figure a； or 
they share certain common qualities and 
theories and thus have some points will 
overlap with each other like the case in 
figure b. Moreover it is also possible that 
one is a subset of the other, the smaller one 
being included in the bigger one. It can be 
either the digital one is included in classical 
tectonics (in figure c), or the reverse case 
(in figure d). 
c) DT is the Subset of the CT d) CT is the Subset of the DT 
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How Classical Tectonics framework should be modified for analysising Digital Tectonics ？ 
Our Developing Tectonics: Fmm classical to Digital 
Key Factors studying TECTONICS 
In the book "Studies in Tectonic Culture" published in 1999, 
Kenneth Frampton stated that there are certain factors for 
analysising a piece of architecture with a view of tectonics 
perspective. 
With further reading discussing issues of architectural tec-
tonics, I summerized seven points. They are junction, detail, 
material, object, structure, constructure and interaction, 
which are all important and essential in architecture. 
On the left-hand-side shows the abstract diagrams of 
“tectonic factors". They do not exist by themselve indepen-
dently, but, instead they are inter-relcrted to each other like 
inter-locbing. For example, when talking about structure, one 
should immediately suggested that it has close relationship 
with other factors like construction, junction and detail. 
Due to this reason, we can analysis architecture in different 
aspect, and then further expand the investigation to other 
points and then finally to the whole. 
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLASSICAL TECTONIC FACTORS 
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What Tectonics actually means? 
“Tectonics” often referred to one of the most important 
theories and concepts in architectural design, referring to 
different qualities of architecture, the relationship between 
structure and construction, different aspects of skills, methods, 
materials, proportions. Architects employ tectonics to explore 
and express their ideas in a systematic way. Hence there is a 
strong relationship between tectonic and the design process. 
Kenneth Frampton stated in the boob "Studies in Tectonic 
Culture" (1995) that there are certain factors describing the 
essentail tectonic elements in architecture, while these factors 
do not exist by themselves only, but inter-related with each 
others. This phase aims to identify these factors with the aid 
of weH-bnown architects and their works, so that the defini-
tion of “Tectonics“can be distilled for futher analysis. 
What is Tectonics? -Framework for Studying Classical Tectonics 
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junction is the most fundamental and small-
est element of architectural construction. The Joint 
can be regarded as the generator of construction. 
In various hierarchies, the joint links parts, materi-
als, and structures of the whole architecture. (Sem-
per 1951) 
Scarpa： “Junctions should be treated as a bind of 
tectonic condenstaion； as an intersection embody-
ing the whole in the part. "They are the generator 
rather than the plan (unlike Le Corbusier's theory), 
under the relationship between whole and the 
smallest parts- the junctions. 
What is Tectonics? - Framework for Studying Classical Tectonics 
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Brion Cemetry 
by Carlo Scarpa 
JUNCTIONS, 
enhanced the principle of enigmatic displacement is euer present in 
Carlo Scarpa's architecture. 
j . - v S r " 
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Antonio Gaudi (1852-1926) 
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Detail 
Detail is the description of the material char-
acteristics of architectural construction. It is also the 
formation of measurement, placing and mabing. 
(Gregotti 1983) 
Gaudi paid most part o his life in the project of 
Sagrada Familia, transforming the project with 
his architectural and engineering style -combining 
Gothic and curvilinear. Art Nouv/eau forms with 
ambitious structural columns and arches. He libed 
to have more detail design in his worh so as to pro-
vobe a dramatic effect and architectural richness. 
What is Tectonics? - Framework for Studying Classical Tectonics 
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DETAILS, 
helped to enrich the architectural capacity and material character-
istics of the whole piece of architecture, enhancing them in artistic 
and decoratiue sense. 
What is Tectonics? - Framework for Studying Classical Tectonics 
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Mies van der Rohe (1886-1969) 
Material is the element that represents the 
formation and composition of architectural con-
struction. 
(Semper 1951) 
Mies's works were directly affected by avant-
gardist art, and thus he turned to stereotomics of 
bricb construction and later to the new material 
development of glass and steel. He thought that 
materiality could help to express the full range of 
hypothetical hierarchy, resulting in more aesthetic 
and expansive architecture. 
Mate 
What is Tectonics? - Framework for Studying Classical Tectonics 
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MA TERIALs 
would not just affect the outlook of form and appearance of archh 
tecture, but also the limitation and possinbiHties by the natural ma-
teriality. 
What is Tectonics? - Framework for Studying Classical Tectonics 
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Peter Zumthor (1943-) 
Object is the architectural part such as co卜 
umn, wall, slab, door, windows, etc. Many parts 
go into making the architectural whole. (Botticher 
1852) 
Zumthor always emphasises the sensory aspects of 
the architectural experience. To him, the physical-
ity of materials and components can involve an 
indiv;idual with the world, ev;oking experiences 
and texturing horizons of place through memory. 
Every piece of architecture is composed of different 
objects pieces and all could be read in micro-scale 
with its meaning and orders. 
Obie 
What is Tectonics? - Framework for Studying Classical Tectonics 
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Thermal Vals 
by Peter Zumthor 
a! whole into tin!/pieces in small scale, 
composed the beauty of the ouera/L 
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break down the architectui 
and yet combined again to 
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Structure is a concept, a unit or a process of 
transition of force. Structure is also a critical vari-
able that influence tectonics. (SeWer 1965) 
Le Corbusier believed that structure is an impor-
tant concern in professional architecture. He felt a 
clear and simple structure system could allow the 
creation of useful volumes and space. Moreover 
the function of structure should be more than pure 
supportive frameworb, but also brings benefits to 
the architecture spacially. 
Le Corbusier (1887-1965) 
What is Tectonics? - Framework for Studying Classical Tectonics 
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STRUCTURES, 
setve as the physical framework to support the architecture to build 
in the rea/iy, more than just pure imagination on drafting papers. 
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Jorn Utzon (1918-2008) 
Construction is the operation of realizing 
the structural concept. Construction is also a hierar-
chical relational and logic process that places archi-
tectural objects in order from small to large. (Sebler 
1965) 
Utzon paid particular concern for the expressity of 
structure and construction. He thought that struc-
tures are more than just pure supportive elements 
of form but also has its beauty and meaning to 
the whole. And construction is a important process 
so that even incredible forms could be built under 
a clear orders of assembly and construction tech-
nique. 
What is Tectonics? - Framework for Studying Classical Tectonics 
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CONSTRUCTIONS, 
emphasised the order of assemb/y, and often inuolued advanced 
machineries (eg. tower crane system) for more efficient structural 
assembly. 
VVhst is Tectonics? - Framework for Studying Classical Tectonics 
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W h a t is 
TECTONICS? 
Frank Lloyd Wright (1867-1959) 
Interaction 
Interaction is the correspondence between 
site and architecture and between people and ar-
chitecture, using the capacity of topography and 
perception. (Frampton 1995) 
When Wright first visited the site near waterfall he 
was immediately impressed by the beauty of na-
ture. He sincerely hoped his design could encourage 
interaction in the public areas of home, and it was 
meant to promote comtemplation and enjoyment 
of nature, enhancing the inter-linhage between 
human, architecture and nature. 
VVhst is Tectonics? - Framework for Studying Classical Tectonics 
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Fallingwater 
by Frank Lloyd Wright 
INTERACTION, 
between human, architecture and the site is always important to 
an extent to create a IMng harmony for the world 
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Are the factors concluded in the previous chap-
ter being justified? 
So far we have the seven factors of classical tecton-
ics, namely junction, detail, material, object, structure, 
construction and interaction summerized from Kenneth 
Frampton and other writers. But one may question if 
these framework can be used as an analytical frameworb 
to explore how "tectonic" an architecture can be, or if the 
seven factors are specific enough. 
And so this phase acts as a testing phase for the frame-
work by analysising 8 pieces of well-bnown architecture 
from world-class architects, testing the "degree of tectonic" 
of different piece of architecture and figure out if there 
are any commonalities or characteristics when comparing 
same factors of different architectures； or different factors 
in the same project. 
Case Studies -Tesing of Tectonics Framework 
JUNCTION： 
The nature of the construction Is re-
vealed through close inspectic»n of the 
roof - the roofs of the units don't j o i a 
with the 8 c m gaps covered by glass to 
prevent water Ingress, so that natural 
light can be squeeze into the dari^ 
interior of the vals, creoting strunning 
STRUCTURE： 
There aren't any innovative structure 
Involved In the Thermal Vols , but 
only basic wall-and-slab structure 
with canti levered concrete roof units 
supported by t ie-beams. The 15 table-
lihe elements are arranged as if they 
were a form of cav/e or quanyHit^e 




AH parts of the building that had to 
be waterproof but which mainte-
nance could not access freely f rom 
the bach or f rom below were sealed 
with a l iquid membrane, a seamless 
synthetic coating that is appl ied lihe < 
CONSTRUCTION： 
In the construction of the baths, stone 
and concrete are combined In a 
special way. section by section, stone * 
slices of diferent widths and lengths 
with concrete poured onto the back 
creoting < 
The Thermal Vols can be treated as 
the combination of a n u m b e n of 
wall-and-$lab blocks of s imilar forms 
but of different dimension. The com-
position of the architecture Is WVig a 
s imple puzzle game, while s p ^ i a l and 
unique spacial and lighting condit ion 
INTERACTION： 
Since the Thermal Vols is s ituated on 
designed to sinfecn part of the bui lding 
into the natural landscape, resulting in 
an excellent interaction between the 
architecture and the natural environ* 
MATERIAL： 
The spa building is made up of 15 different table-lilTe units, 
with canti levered concrete roof units supported by tie-
metre-long sections of stone forming the cladding of the vvalls. Whilst these initially 
appear randorrt liWe an a»hlar wall , there is a regular order. The c ladding stones 
are of three different heights, but the total of the three is always 15cm, so it al-
lows for variety in arrangement, whilst facil itating construction. Thanks for the 
rough texture of the concrete on roof and c lodding on facade, the natural feel ing 
is preserve in the building which result in _ 
Tectonics Case Study 1： 
Thermal Vals 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION： 
Therme Vols is the hotel/spa complex in Val$, built over the only 
thermal springs in the Graubunden canton in Switzerland. Peter 
Zumlhor was selected as architect for the spa despite his limited 
tracb record at the time, and the facility was built between 1993-
1996. The baths were designed to looh as if they pre-dated the ho-
tel complex, as if they were o form of cave or quany-libe structure. 
This is particularly evident from observing the grass roof structure of 
the baths, which resemble the foundations of an archaeological site, 
and reveal the form of the various bath rooms which lie below, half 
buried into the hill-side. 
Case Studies -Tesing of Tectonics Framework 
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Tectonics Case Study 2： 
Barcelona Pavilion 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION： 
The Barcelona Pavilion, designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, 
was the German Pavilion for the 1929 International Exposition in 
Barcelona Spain. This building was used for the official opening of 
the German section of the exhibition. It was an important building 
in the history of modem architecture, bnown for its simple form and 
extravagant materials, such as marble and travertine. 
Case Studies -Tesing of Tectonics Framework 
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JUNCTION： 
On visual aspect It seems the roof slab 
Is placed and supported by the wall 
slabs undemeoth; but the real l inhage 
is in fact the 8 crudform columns. 
There are only visual but not struc-
tural connections between the roof 
There are a total of 8 cross-shape 
columns as the main supportive 
elements. It Is more than Just a single 
steel member wrapped In chrome. 
The steel m e m b e n are t ied bach Into 
the base of the structure as well as 
into the roof section before the finish 
MATERIAL： 
Mies used hind of "material a iym-
metry*' to create optical symmetry, 
reboundno the natural light f rom 
outside to inside. Al so each wol l slabs 
are of different marble types, act ing 
a$ a nice decoration In juch a $lmp卜 
f ied structure. 
STRUCTURE： 
The eight cro«-$hape columns a r c the 
only bare supporti i/e structure for the 
large flat roof. No extra beams are 
lnuol\/ed In the pcMl lon, resulting In 
an uninterrupted planar continuity of 
the celling and the floor. 
V 
CONSTRUCTION： INTERACTION： 
Unlihe normal building, there Is no 
clear definition for In-and-out In the 
Barcelona Pavil ion (especially for 
the original pavil ion without glass 
entrance Installed). With contribution 
f rom the transparent windo^vs, there 
are strong l lnhage between Interior 
O B i E C T : 
The element* In the Barcelona Pavilion can be clearly classified since there are no 
exce$i decoration. And thut dtfferent objects can be clearly Identified lihe the roof 
s lob, the wall slabs and the columns. Not Just the orientation can assist In the clas-
sification of the object, but also the materiality does help. Examplei can be easily 
identified by the beautiful patterns on the marble wal l dabs and %o as the trans-
parency of the glass elements. 
A po»t and beam frame wrth Intermediary 
filllngt and the total lack of moulding made 
on-site construction difficult, dejpit th« quality 
of th« spcdal "Jurajilte" exterior finUh- render-
ing with natural mortar delivered directly from 
Swttcrkmd and impoied by Le Corb utter on 
fT 
V 、 J 
MATERIAL： 
The home wc 
worb In that It addreised The Five Points", 
hH bote Unets of a new oeilhellc of orchJlec-
turc comtructed In reinforced corKrete, which 
wm relaUuely a new material at that period. 
Another mc^or mdtetlal would be glass for the 
large horiiontal windosM cmd »tecl columns as 
OBJECT： 
I large white cube floating above 
the around. Such perception li enabled by the 
light structures- columns and glcni cncloiure on 
the ground floor, compared with the rigid and 
yet heavy whtt« box for th« upper floor. Even 
th« whole tjt floor hai windows, the proportion 
still can maintain th« totality of the "floating 
STRUCTURE： 
The moit essential device In the villa, whkh b 
pIloU that be uted through out the bulkflna 
that mainly mabe the building be more flexible 
as the placement of the wall In not ckpencflng 
i arrangement of coli 
r column grki u^kh can 
h«lp the distribution of loading force from th« 
INTERACTION： 
The wolb bulge and curve to pujh and pull at 
the (pace* and enUce the occupant from one 
room to the next. VIewi of the landscape are 
framed to draw the eye Into the frame and 
C O N S T R U C T I O N ： 
Although of leemlngly simple deilga the Villa Savoyein fact proced to be extremeJy comptex from a 
comtructlon penpcctlve. A post and beam frame with Intermcdlafv filllnffi and the total Uacb of mould-
ings made on-site comtructlon difficult deiplt th« qualtty of th« ipeclal "jurmjlte" exterior finhh- rend«r-
Ina with natural mortar dellvtired directly from SwIUrtond and Impoied by Le Corbiwter on Cormier. 
H«m«, far from bccring th« prachlon and pollih of an Induitrial object th« «nv«k>p« of lh« Villa Swoy* 
a ccrtain ombtgufty. given L« Cortxntei^ aim that th« 
;.The vUlo't complexity alio reildei In the fact that the dwetl-
i Interwoucn rather than Juxtapoted for natural 
lighting to reach the very depths of home. 
Tectonics Case Study 4： 
Villa Savoye 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION： 
The Villa Savoye is considered by many to be the seminal wort? 
of the Swiss-French architect Le Corbusier. Situated at Poissy, out-
side of Paris, it is one of the most recognisable architectural pres-
entations of the International Style. Construction was substantially 
completed ca. 1929. The house was emblematic of Le Corbusier 
worb in that it addressed "The Five Points", his basic tenets of a new 
aesthetic of architecture constructed in reinforced concrete. 
Case Studies -Tesing of Tectonics Framework 
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JUNCTION： 
The c o n n e x i o n of the co lumns t o 
the roof Is not a direct one f r o m t h e 
bot tom to the top. W h e n c l imbing 
up to h igger port ion the co lumns are 
spitted Into several directions lil^e 
a t ree branches , connect ing t o the 
cell ing. This trecrtment Is not Just for 
v i sual Impact but also for structural 
enhancement . 
STRUCTURE： 
C a u d f p lanned incl ined branch ing 
co lumns In t h e shape of a t ree fo r the 
church. He m a n a g e d t o determine 
the Incl ination of t h e load-bear ing 
e lements In order t o opt imise t h e 
structural behav iour by transferr lno 
the loads t o t h e central nucleus . In 
that w a y he mahe s t h e compres s ion 
e lements w o r h a n d reduces the flexed 
e lements t o the min imum. 
建 15th M ARCH GRADUATE _ 
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MATERIAL： 
T h e structural e lement is main ly t h e 
reinforced concrete of t h e Interior. 
The stone, a qual ity f inish, serves a i a 
recipient o r shutter ing fo r the concrete 
dur ing the construction, as wel l as 
he lp ing w i th t h e resistant funct ion of 
t h e co lumn. 
tt is a church with five naves a n d a 
cross ing w i th three , fo rming a Latin 
cross. T h e Interior measurement s are： 
nave a n d apse , 90 rrt cross ing, 6 0 m； 
width of t h e central nave , 1 5 rrc s ide 
naves 7 3 r a total main nave, 4 5 m； 
CONSTRUCTION： 
Ploster is t h e most w ide ly used mate-
rial in the project , whi le there are a 
w ide range of appl icat ion of different 
mater ial s Involved inc luding c e r a m i a , 
mosaic . Iron a n d e t c Since it is still In 
construct ion stage, meta l f rames a re 
often f o u n d next to the church. 
INTERACnON： 
It cofi J l its of three facade , fac ing t h e 
east , south and west . Even t h e tower s 
a r e h igh a m o n g t h e surounding , 
C a u d i Int roduced t h e idea of per iph-
eral cloister, oc t ing o s h ind of buf fer 
between t h e c i ty a n d t h e Inter ior of 
DETAIL： 
！ f r o m the observat ion of trees in nature, c o m b i n e d 
wfth tradit ional Goth ic style. There a re branches ass ist In force d i surbut lon at t h e 
upper part of t h e ma in co lumns . Moreover t h e sect ional slices of t h e ma in c o l u m n 
are di f ferent at dif ferent height , enabl ing the structure t o be m o r e rigid a n d at t h e 
same t i m e prov ide a m o r e scuttural appearance f o r t h e structural e lements . T h e 
base f o r m of each co lumn Is un ique whi le t h e top ports a re of t h e s a m e form. Such 
double-curve oroanic f o r m Is s imi lar t o t h e natural f o r m of h u m a n bones . Besides , 
t h e des ign of t h e church has certain rigid scale fo rmula wh i ch enab le t h e others t o 
ref ine a n d deve lop accordlnf l ly after Gcii idi’s death. 
i f W , , , 
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Tectonics Case Study 5： 
Sagrado Familia 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION： 
It is a massive, privately-funded Roman Catholic church that has 
been under construction in Barcelona Catalonia Spain since 1882 
and is not expected to be complete until at least 2026. A portion of 
the building、interior is scheduled to open for public worship and 
tours by September 2010. 
Considered the master-worb of renowned Spanish architect 
Antoni Caudf (1852-1926), the project's vast scale and idiosyncratic 
design have made it one of Barcelona's (and Spain's) top tourist 
attractions for many years. It is based on a plan in the form of Latin 
Cross, composed of five naves, an apse and a transept. 






A parquetry of white tiles, matt and 
g l a z e d sheaths the shells of the Opera 
House with a reticulated stein the 
tonalities of which, interact lihe "fin-
i were ] 
cated by mould In foctoi ies . 
\ 
V 
V - ？ 
precast concrete shells, each composed 
of sections of a sphere of 75.2 metre 
radius,, forming the roofs of the struc-
ture, set < 
The building < 
land and is 183 metres long and 120 
metres wide at its widest point. 
For the rood part, the shells were 
regular cambered triangles formed of 
juxtaposed, fanning ribs which would 
then be clad wrth diagonally arranocd 
• the tile-lids. 
riba to enable strong support. 
MATERIAL： 
Apart f rom the tile of the shells and 
the glass curtain walls of the foyer 
ipaces, the building's exterior is largely 
clad with aggregate panels composed 
of p inh granite quarried in Tarana. 
Significant interior jurface treatment! 
also include off-form concrete. 
CONSTRUCTION： 
After the super base for lighter super* 
INTERACTION： 
The Sydney Opera House Is located 
at the coast of Sydney, which mafees 
to provide support to the vaults. A 
crane trad? was installed along the 
rising axU of each let of vaults to be 
f rom the rciflection of yault* < 
ocean making a formal Interaction 
with the coost. 
STRUCTURE： 
The roof structure of the Opera House is composed of four < 
have similar curvature but of different size, overlapping each other for mutual sup-
port. And since the opera house Is for performance purpose, there shouldn't be any 
columns or walls structure for supportive function which wil l b loch the v iew of the 
audience. For this reason, Utzon, with the help of O v c Arup Eno lnecn , des igned a 
new folding concrete arch j t ructurc at the roof which can help dispemino the force 
f rom each other, whi le at the same t ime the curvature can be maintained. A n such 
innovative huge span structure encouraged the wor ld first t ime to i 
help calculate the force behaviour of the structure. 
Tectonics Case Study 6： 
Sydney Opera House 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION： 
Contrary to its name, the building houses multiple performance 
venues. As one of the busiest performing arts centres in the world, 
hosting over 1^00 performances each year attended by some 1.2 
million people, the Sydney Opera House provides a venue for many 
performing arts companies including the four bey resident com-
panies Opera Australia The Australian Ballet the Sydney Theatre 
Company and the Sydney Symphony, and presents a wide range of 
productions on its own account 
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JUNCTION： 
Large scale steel casting was reintro-
duced for the cable anchors. The Joints 
that the tent 
able and Its f o rm could be altered 
I If it was 
DETAIL: 
The Joints mouable In one plane 
3 tent-roof structure 
movable and Its f o r m could be 
the steel b a n loohed thin, they were 
a l ready rigid enough t o support the 
MATERIAL 
The tent-l ike roof skyscape a imed 
t o protect the underneath stuffs 
f rom wind a n d weather , whi le at the 
same t ime sunshine can still reoch the 
interJor. The solution was a l ineweight 
umbrel la construction m a d e with 
light, prestressed areal structure of 
steel nets wfth < 
！ powerf l H-
ly than h a d originally been intended； 
because of the obviousness of Its f o m x 
probably also because of t h e fact that 
almost all other parts of t h e facilities 
are Integrated Into the landscape and 
thus not recognizable as buildings. 
CONSTRUCTION： 
Certain components of the roof ended 
up being heavier than we had at first 
thought. More adiKinced calcula-
tion and production methods were 
required a n d so the components were 
m a d e and prefabricated In factories 
and were Jo ined 
stte l ihe puzzles. 
INTERACTION： 
The theme of this 
pics In the Green 
scape, contrenting t o the labe nearby. 
STRUCTURE： 
Due to the Innovative free fo rm of the roof, 
model . Axial layouts was avoided. In real structure It h a continuous tent supported 
b y masts a n d cables which wou ld spread f rom the main arena over the t w o other 
halls, wfth & j e n a branch co^/ering t h e entrance br idge across t h e autobahn. It wen 
larger than a n y cable-net roof yet built, a n d there were doubts whether It could be 
done. Eventual ly cable-net roof ent ahead In a modif ied form： 
shape and modif ied mast-poslt lont, but fo l lowing original Intention. 
Tectonics Case Study 7： 
Olympiaparb 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION： 
The Olympiaparh in Munich, Germany, is an Olympic Parb 
which was constructed for the 1972 Summer Olympics. Found in the 
area of Munich known as the "Oberwiesenfeld”（"upper meadow-
field’’), the Parb continues to serve as a venue for cultural, social, 
and religious events such as events of worship. The use of the term 
Olympiaparh to designate the overall area has prevailed as a semi-
official practice, but no official name for the entire area exists. 
Case Studies -Tesing of Tectonics Framework 
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Tectonics Case Study 8： 
Peix Sculpture at Vila Olfmpica 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION： 
The Peix Sculpture (or Port Olimpic de Barcelona) and a large 
metal sculpture designed by Franb Gehiv in 1992, located at part of 
a residential and commercial masterplan designed by Bruce Gra-
ham of SOM. The 54-meter-long and 35-meter-high fish-shaped 
canopy was part of a 14000 square meter commercial develop-
ment It was belieued that this project was the first digital collu-
sion for Franb Gehry to worb on with the introduction of drafting 
software CATIA through the employment of Rich Smith after a 
downturn in aerospace industry. 
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f rom the f rame with steel straV^es of 
^Kiiying sizes. In this way the woven 
shin surface can be attached to the 
steel f rame at the accurate position. 
III!mil r r f fH^ 
The dynamic shape was to be realized 
in< 
ste 
in computational technology the 
engineers were able to hnow where 
the junction and details are when 
i not sufficient 
MATERIAL： 
For the shin surface it is made of 
woven stainless steel and thus it h 
easy to bend for the curve surface. 
Underneath the woven surface is the 
structural steel f rame which Is the 
main supportive structure to maintain-
the shape of the fish and provide sup-
CONSTRUCTION： 
The construction was first done by < 
digital model to check the dimen-
sion and information for the fish. 
INTERACTION： 
The outstanding fish sculpture is part 
of a residential and commercial mas-
terplan des igned by Bruce Graham 
of SOM. It is h ind of a landmark of 
the site rather than aiming to fit into 
the surrounding site context with the 
difference in material and form. 
STRUCTURE: 
I initially developed f rom Gehiy*$ sketches and translated Into a 
that WQi visually accurate, defined as a grid of polygons approximating the shape 
for real construction. The shin was offset f rom the structure an average of 10” and 
wa i supported f r o m the f rame with steel s t r a ^ of i^arying sizes. Once the wov/en 
steel surface was customly made, it was attach to the stainless steel f rame on the 
site which is a rather rigid and yet light structure. 
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Something more than Classical Tectonics? 
From the previous phase we are able to analysis different 
pieces of architecture through a tectonic framework. Even it 
is not necessary that every factors are present in each case, 
most of them do and there are definitely hierarchy among 
factors in different projects； for example, "Material" in Barce-
lona Pavilion or "Interaction" in Fallingwater. 
On the other hand something interesting is observed. 
When comparing to the first four cases, it seems that there 
are something more to mention for the latter four cases 
libe Gaudi's Sagrada Familia or Utzon's Sydney Opera 
House. 
The difference is that computers and advanced tech-
nologies started to be involved in these projects. They 
showed certain signals of emergence of digital ideas into 
the design process, in which I would define as "Pre-Dlgital 
Tectonics”. 
Emergence of …？ -Something Difference among the Case Studies 
Pre-Digital Ideas: 
Even the chief architect Gaudi was died long before, it is 
from all that material that work? is going on today to move 
the project ahead. The photos and texts are studied, meas-
urements are taken of the original models and computer 
drawings are made. New modifications and a new process 
of moving backwards and forwards, and from the com-
puter to the model, appear until the definitive solution is 
reached. New technologies were also intoduced in this pro-
ject; for example. Mechanical Desktop, Rhinoceros, CaddsS 
and others (generation of hyperbolas, parabolas, spirals...) 
are used in 3D design； and Numerical control (CAM) was 
introduced to assist the production process. 
EmergBnce of... ？ -something Difference among the Case Studies 
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In Sagrada Familia b y Antonio CaudL 
1 
Pre-Digital Ideas： 
Even during design stage the form of the shell roof is rather 
random, there needed careful alternation for better struc-
tural performance when it became a real construction pro-
ject. Not just the form were tested in spherical geometry, 
but also new stress test were made on roof models. Moreo-
ver, since the form of the roof of curved-shell form, the 
cladding cannot be easily made. The cladding of the whole 
half shell was subjected to the same rule applying to each 
underlying rib segment as prefabricated tile-lid in mould. 
The spherical geometry again made series production pos-
sible- here there were eighteen types of lid, and a sum of 
4,253 lids were prefabricated. 
Emergence of. Something Difference among the Case Studies 
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In Sydney Opera House by Jorn Utzon. 
震 
15th M ARCH g r a d u a t e ! 
S I G N A L O F D IG ITAL E M E R G E N C E 
In Ol^mpiaparh b y Cunter Behnisch. 
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Pre-Digital Ideas： 
The cable-net roofs are designed by Behnisch and Partners, 
in which they proposed a continuous tent supported by 
masts and cables which would spread from the main arena 
over the other two halls, with even a branch covering the 
entrance bridge across the autobahn. It was larger than any 
cable-net rood yet built, and there were doubts whether it 
could be done. New technologies were developed and engi-
neering stretched to the limit. Advanced structural calcula-
tion by computers is introduced here so that the engineers 
can estimate the load behaviour of different parts of the 
shelter. 
Emergence of …？ -Something Difference among the Case Studies 
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' S I G N A L O F D IGITAL E M E R G E N C E 
In Peix Sculpture by Frank Gehry. 
Pre-Digital Ideas： 
At that time computers were still not commonly used in 
the architectural field, even the later Computer-Genius libe 
Gehry. The Peix Sculpture was the very first project with 
computers involved as drafting machines since the form of 
the fish are rather complex and could hardly be represent 
even on ordinary plans, elevations and sections. Instead 
three-dimensional digital models was introduced, not just 
for the architects for a more accirate design process, but also 
for the later engineers to extract the necessary information, 
and measurement to build the Peix Sculpture. Such project 
was a digital collusion which encouraged further usage of 
computer for Gehry in later stage. 
•Something Difference among the Case Studies 
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What is Digital and how is it is relate to our 
daili/life? 
It would be better if I discuss what really "Digital" is before 
moving into digital architecture or "Digital Tectonics”. 
Digital is a derivation of ‘digit, and “digitus” (the Latin 
word for finger, as fingers are used for discrete counting), 
refering to systems which process numbers and generates, 
stores, and processes data in terms of two states： positive 
and non-positive. Positive is expressed or represented by the 
number 1 and non-positive by the number O. Thus, data 
transmitted or stored with digital technology is expressed as a 
string of 0，s and 1's. It also describe any system based on dis-
continuous data or events. 
Although digital representations are discrete, the informa-
tion represented can be either discrete, such as numbers, let-
ters or icons, or continuous, such as sounds, images, and other 
measurements of continuous systems. 
But then how are "Digits" related to us, as well as the 
ways they affect our daily lives? 
What is Digital? -And its influence to the World 
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Computers are digital machines because at their most basic level they can distinguish between just two values, 0 and 1, or off and on. 
There is no simple way to represent all the values in between, such as 0.25. All data that a computer processes must be encoded digitally, 
as a series of zeroes and ones. 
In modern time digital is closely linked with our daily lives in many aspects in terms of digital technologies, like televisions, elevators, 
telephones or computers, all daily necessaries are digital products. The influence of digital has never been stopped and is beep invading 
the other fields. 
One of the fields is art. New form of Art, namely "Digital Art” appeared in the 1970s, describing the process including computer art and 
multimedia art, and digital art is itself placed under the larger umbrella term new media art. 
The impact of digital technology has transformed traditional activities such as painting, drawing and sculpture, while new forms, such 
as net art, digital installation art, and virtual reality, have become recognized artistic practices. More generally the term digital artist is 
used to describe an artist who mabes use of digital technologies in the production of art. In an expanded sense, "Digital Art” is a term ap-
plied to contemporary art that uses the methods of mass production or digital media 
What is Digital? -And its influence to the World 
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How Digital Influenced the Field of Architec-
ture? 
From last chapter we have mentioned that digital and 
new technologies generated new forms and types of art and 
performance, expanding the traditional boundary of art 
creation and understanding. 
Being understand as one form of artist expression, ar-
chitecture is also affected by the emergence of digital ele-
ments. And as a result more and more seemingly impos-
sible projects are enabled with modern technologies and 
advanced computation. 
In this phase I aim to identify the changes brought by 
digital, and how it affects the hierarchy of different items 
in the project comparing with previous generation with-
out computers and machineries. 
Evolution of Tectonics -changes brought by Digital Invasion 
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EVOLUTION OF TECTONIC THEORIES 







Progression and Evolution of Tectonics through time； 
Is it possible for the crystalization of "Post-post-post-post-post-Digital Tectonics" in the Future? 
Evolution of Tectonics -Changes brought by Digital Invasion 
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In Non-Digital Age, how we would mabe a chair.. 
ill 111 
In non-digital age, when we 
wanted to make a chair. The 
dimension is given by hand draw-
ings, and then each pieces were 
customly made by hands, and 
then were assembled by workers. 
And thus each chair is "unique，’ 
due to the limitation of craftman-
ship. 
In Pre-Digital Age, how we would mabe a chair. 
a 
in pre-digital age, computers 
started to involve in chair-mabing 
in the sense that they assisted in 
producing drawings, and assisted 
in image making/spatial inves-
tigation and uistualization； they 
also acted as octlogical tools for 
testing (eg. load bearing) for a 
more accurate result. 
Evolution of Tectonics -changes brought by Digital Invasion 
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E V O L U T I O N O F T E C T O N I C T H E O R I E S 
In Dig i ta l Age, h o w w e w o u l d m a k e a chair. 
tMQiria?由 ainacy rai 松径 IT办rEH'QfcTgMaa+a 狡 A ‘o a ( 
In digital age, computers tabe the 
design role. They assist in variation 
of design by different parameters； 
difference forms of chairs are 
automatically generated by a 
single click. Moreover, new forms 
are enabled by by RP machine or 
3D Printersfor making free-from 
chairs. 
Then how the way to mabe a chair changes in Post-Digital Age or even Post-Post-Post-
Digital Age ？ 
Evolution of Tectonics -Changes brought by Digital Invasion 
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How the role of architects changes when 
computers are becoming more and more 
powerful? 
Before the introduction of computers and 
heavy machineries, architects were the core 
of the projects which made most design 
decision in the project. Team of worbers fol-
lowed the instruction from them to work on 
the project. 
When in pre-digltal age computers and 
machineries started to involve in the pro-
jects, reducing the vworbload of architects, 
and, moreover help the workers to work 
more efficiently and thus less workers can be 
employed. 
With further advancement in digital age, 
design role can be greatly reduced by com-
puters through the introduction of genera-
tive and parametric design. Role of archi-
tects in architectural design has been greatly 
reduced and they can concentrate more on 
other tastes lil^e administration. 
Even we haven't moved into a "Post-digital 
age", but I predict architects' role in assisting 
design will be even smaller in the future. 
Evolution of Tectonics -changes brought by Digital Invasion 
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What is Digital Tectonics? 
After researching for classical tectonics and digital matters, 
finally it would be the study of what I defined as "digital tec-
tonics". 
I believe that like the way Kenneth Frampton and 
other writers did, there should also be certain bey factors 
for studying and understanding of digital tectonics, sig-
nifying its difference compared with traditional tectonic 
matters. But it is not necessarily stating that the ordinary 
classical tectonics frameworb is completely forbidden, since 
I believe that digital tectonics are bind of a further devel-
oping from the orginal one. 
And the four factors are defined as motion, informa-
tion, generateion and facbrication. 
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Distortion of information martix by a fast moving car 
In order to tranpose information into communication, the ar-
chitects in this project have dei/eloped a strategy that translate the 
communication briefing into a process. This process, in a series of 
tests with film animation software, using force-field simulations in a 
computer, generate Interactively a form, and then into a building. 
What is Digital Tectonics? -Introduction of new factors 
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•DIAGRAM: B M W DYNAFORM PAVILION BY 已ERNHARD FRANKEN 
Pressure 
Sensor of Wind Distortion of Martlx Optimized Form 
Form finding process through force-field generation from a passing car 
Distortion of data matrix by movement of cars 
Dopper effect is investigated here and the forces of 
surroundings were used as the basis for the computer-
calculated form, called master geometry. And such 
master geometry finally became the form of the 
architecture, generated from the motion of the BMW 
driving through the tubematrix. 
Load Form 
F 
Draft Formal Design Computer Testing 
Loading simulation to determine optimized form for supporting 
Optimized Form 
Load for creation of form 
In other case it is also possible to create form with ref-
erence to external factors. One example is the making 
of a arch. An testing arch is connected to a computer 
to analysis its loading behaviour when standing from 
natural gravity and later calculate the optimum form 
for supporting with less material. 
What is Digital Tectonics? -Introduction of new factors 
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In this Dynaform Pavilion, architects use the dynamic process to deduce the design concepts, 
such as utilizing the animation and the morphing operation in form mabing or form finding pro-
cess. It is the serial process of dynamic operation in the manipulation of design concepts and form 
ev;olution. This is what I defined as： 
Interaction 
Motion 
What is Digital Tectonics? -Introduction of new factors 
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Computer program controlling movement of panels 
The big mechanical device called HVPO-Surface used in this system is con-
trolled by a powerful computing system, which receives the sounds and actions 
from the surrounding environment, and then generates different signal for the 
movable joints to react accordingly. 
What is Digital Tectonics? -Introduction of new factors 
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Q Sound Data 
Sound Wave 
Movement of Parts 
Convention of sound wave into movement of parts 
Different Working Units 
Different sets of information are exported to respectively worbing units 
Thesis Report Prepared by Bobby, A U YE LING Chun IVa 
From abstract signals to electric signals 
The actual feel and look of the material is not empha-
sized in this design project while the communication 
of the information carried on the signals generated by 
the electronic system replaces the presentation of the 
material. These signals are converted to the force that 
drives the activator and enables it to worb. 
Working information for different units 
% 
More than just a signal convertor, computers can also 
help to extract differnt sets of information requested 
from differnt units as cloud of data； this enables a 
more effiicient working method and cooperation 
among different units. 
What is Digital Tectonics? -Introduction of new factors 
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Material 
It derives the concept of material by merging the information into the building form and func-
tion as the new materia becoming a new kind of building's surface material, unlike the tradition 
definition of "material". It is the utilization of digital signals in any form on the skin or surface of a 
building as a newly appearing material. This is what I defined as： 
Information 
What is Digital Tectonics? Introduction of new factors 
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Generative methodology of L-System 
This project examines whether the growth process by a 
mathematics algorithm language and scripting languages 
into CAD application, together open up new possibilities for 
architecture. In other word, "can the logic of nature's growth 
processes function as agenerator of architecture design?，. 
What is Digital Tectonics? -Introduction of new factors 
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DIAGRAM: L-SYSTEM BY MICHAEL HANSMEYER 
Separated Parameters Z： Separated Sets of Form 
Separated Generation of Result Fulfilling Different Parameters 
( a = 2 5 3 p > 
(b= 4x+1> 
A A A 
> > 
( c = u3-8 ) 
Jointed Parameters 
Overall Generation of Result Fulfilling All Parameters 
6 
r^ (Q 
k J ^ z__s 
Separated Sets of Form 
Auto-generation by Parameters 
There are differents commands acting as parameters 
to contol the “growth" of the L-System, like move-
ment, rotation, v/ariable angles, distance and radius, 
branching, surface, etc., and the process of genera-
tion can be done manually or automatically, allowing 
complex shapes to be formed with only a single gen-
eration of string. 
What is Digital Tectonics? - Introduction of new factors 
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In L-System designers input the parametric and operate the generative system and computer 
algorithm to generate various forms automatically and they merely determine or choose the form 
which they like. It is the automatic generation process of concept by the application of software 
generative systems/algorithms with the aid of computers. This is what I defined as： 
r\ r \ r \ r \ 
Generation 
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Acompanishment of the Fabricated Foam Pieces 
From the picture ofn the left we can not instantly identify which ones are 
computer renderings or actual built project. It is becase nowadays we are able 
to bring complex form into the reality with the help of advanced machineries 
libe 3D printers. 
What is Digital Tectonics? -Introduction of new factors 
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CNC Machine to Fab-
ricate Models 
Fabrication of model for scale and form exploration 
Digital Design 
CNC Machine to Fab-
ricate Pieces 
Fabrication of pieces for actual construction of architecture 
Architectural Models 
Real Architecture 
Modeling making of Free-form 
It is important to make models for having a sense of 
scale and so as formal exploration. With advanced 
fabricators libe 3D printers or CNC machines, the mah-
ing of free-form models is just like printing a 2D paper 
from a computer file. 
Customly-made pieces for construction 
LIhe what architects do for mode卜mabing, the con-
struction pieces can also be customly made by 3D 
printers or CNC machines. With the aid of them differ-
ent architectural pieces can be made accurately com-
pared to human-made craftmanship in case of error. 
What is Digital Tectonics? -Introduction of new factors 
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Recently designers utilize the CAD/CAM fabrication technology such as RP, CNC, and 3D scan-
ners to explore new method of assemble. It concludes the process of produce, fabricate, testing and 
assembly the design components. The fabrication process is important to produce and assemble the 
complicated structure of the free-form architecture. This is what I defined as： 
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Interaction between Digital Tectonics Factors： 
We have concluded four digital tectonics factors from the 
last phase. But, like the situation in previous research, these 
factors seldom exist by themselves only； but instead hybrid 
between them often tabes place and result in new observa-
tion. 
The phase we are going to explore the hybrid of these 
four factors through an abstract way, together with archi-
tectural cases demonstrating certain characters concern-
ing the hybrid. 
Fusion of Digital Tectonics -Interaction between 4 factors 
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Motion Information 
When MOTION is united with INFORMATION, the field of motion is 
being digitalize or numberized into sea of numbers and information, so 
that the intangible sets of data can be tranformed into readable martix 
of informatioa enabled to be imported into computers for a more accu-
rate and precise calculation of design process. 
'WMm m 
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Abstraction of MOTION + INFORMATION 
Fusion of Digital Tectonics -interaction between 4 factors 
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EXAMPLE OF HYBRID: MOTION AND INFORMATION 
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Motion： 
In the site planning, the grid and contour of the con-
struction site was computer simulated. The shape of the 
design was then obtained by applying gradual changes. 
The grids formed by superimposing urban textures from 
various design periods. The grids were then twisted and 
deformed to form the range and layout of the final site 
plan. 
H i i n c h u M a t e u m o f D i g i t a l A r t t 
b y P e t e r E i i e n m c m 
Information： 
The museum utilizes various types of multimedia, includ-
ing video tape, film, text, sound, and interactive text and 
pictures. The communication of information, a$ in this 
worb, has therefore become a bey design element as an 
integration of physical space and the virtual world. 
Fusion of Digital Tectonics -Interaction between 4 factors 
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When GENERATION is united with FABRICATION, it forms a relation-
ship of rapid production of forms and pieces in virtuality and reality. Both 
help the designers and workers to save time and labour： generation helps 
auto-generation of different possibilites； while fabrication helps to cast 
custom pieces automatically by machineries. Abstraction of GENERATION + FABRICATION 
Fusion of Digital Tectonics -interaction between 4 factors 
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Taichung Opera Houie 
by Toyo l lo 
Generation： 
To dev;elop the architecture form, a grid on the base is 
created through the repetition of infinite blocks that con-
form to the pattern. These blocks are swiveled, moved, or 
bent, and in this geometric process of constant turning the 
guidelines are established. An elemental structure is cre-
ated, which then becomes the skin surface of the building. 
Fabrication： 
During the design of this project, RP technology was used 
to create many small primary models in order to further 
understand and correct the complicated structure. How-
ever, during the later stages of design, a larger model 
with enough room to fit up to half a person was created. 
Fusion of Digital Tectonics -interaction between 4 factors 
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•EXAMPLE OF HYBRID: GENERATION AND FABRICATION 
r 
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When MOTION is united with GENERATION, different forms which is 
in harmony with the field of motion are generated automatically so that 
manual calculation of the field can be omitted； and thus designers can 
concentrate on picking the overall forms they wanted from different pos-
sibilities generated from computers. 
i m m m . 
Abstraction of MOTION + GENERATION 
Fusion of Digital Tectonics -Interaction between 4 factors 
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•EXAMPLE OF HYBRID: MOTION AND GENERATION 
Obierver Home -Family Wrap 
Motion： 
Development of the structure and concepts behind it was 
made possible through the use of different spatial func-
tional unit combinations. Also, in accordance with the 
conditions and needs set forth by potential occupants, 
these spatial units may be "shuffled" or "shaken" so that 
the ideal composite may be achieved regardless of loca-
tion. 
Generation： 
The Observer does not have a set architectural shape. 
With different environmental attributes, it derives differ-
ent ways of organizing the units, and therefore, due to 
the many different possible combinations, may produce 
many possible forms. 
Fusion of Digital Tectonics -interaction between 4 factors 
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HYBRID OF FACTORS: INFORMATION A N D FABRICATION 
Information Fabrication 
When INFORMATION is united with FABRICATION, it refers to pro-
duction worbs when the design phases has been completed. The required 
sets of data for model/actual building pieces are extracted from comput-
er models, and then being transferee! to fabricating machines for casting 
the information into real fabricated pieces. Abstraction of INFORMATION + FABRICATION 
Fusion of Digital Tectonics -interaction between 4 factors 
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EXAMPLE OF HYBRID: INFORMATION AND FABRICATION 
Eyebeam Muieum 
by Greg Lynn 
Information： 
The external wall consists of a myriad of electronic glass 
plates, which display 256 grayscale color schemes. The 
computer controls the displayed contents and lets the ex-
terior of the building communicate dynamic information 
and images. The variation simulated architectural shin-
effects by using various binds of information. 
Fabrication： 
This is a special mass structure that does not have any col-
umns and is supported mainly by a special external wall 
and the floor. Through the use of technology, the architect 
uses RP to output the computer-generated model of the 
external wall structure for designing and investigating its 
construction. 
Fusion of Digital Tectonics -interaction between 4 factors 
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Motion Fabrication 
When MOTION is united with FABRICATION, the overall 
freeform as a result of field of dynamic motion is being casted 
into actual model pieces for further exploration and forms in-
vestigation and refinement. Irregular forms and shapes are 
enabled by high-tech fabricators accurately and so errors can 
be minimized. Abstraction of MOTION + FABRICATION 
Fusion of Digital Tectonics -interaction between 4 factors 
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Irregularly placed holes have been carved into 
the surface, integrated into the internal spatial 
design, so that as time passes the change in the 
shadows creates a dynamic moving effect. In 
order to present the interaction between the 
movement of time an space in this design, an 




Creating an irregular architectural shape with 
the natural terrain. In order to fully present the 
smooth flowing line connecting from the outside 
in, RP technology was used to created models 
to concretely shows the smoothness of the archi-
tecture lines. 
Next-Gene Museum 
by Zaha Hadid 
Fusion of Digital Tectonics -interaction between 4 factors 
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When INFORMATION is united with GENERATION, it refers to the 
schematic phases and form exploration. Different design parameters are 
transformed into da ta and then becomes signals for auto-generation by 
computers. The generators act as converters, changing input sets of infor-
mation into another sets of infomation of design output. 
Fusion of Digital Tectonics -interaction between 4 factors 
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•HYBRID OF FACTORS: INFORMATION A N D GENERATION 
1 
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EXAMPLE OF HYBRID: INFORMATION A N D GENERAT ION 
I�“V. 
Headquarter of GreakLlink 
by AleppoZONE 
Information: 
The outer surface of the building has been trans-
formed into a digital data communications 
media interface used to display the company's 
products. Also, the front surface of the main 
building uses images involving multimedia and 
virtual technology to capture what are known as 
electronic links, which was incorporated into the 
conceptual design. 
Generation: 
The designer sought a ceiling design that fit with 
the free form of the main body, an therefore in-
put several parameters for external force that the 
computer automatically calculated. The panels 
change shape and height according to different 
external forces that are exerted upon it. 








How the theory of Digital Tectonics can be ap-
plied in a design easel 
From the previous phase a framework of "Digital Tecton-
ics" is being summerized. Such framework has two potential 
usages. 
The first usgae is to test the degree of "classical tecton-
ics" and "digital tectonics” of an architecture by consider-
ing the “7+4” factors of tectonics. 
The second usage is to use the framework and factors 
as a design guideline. And this will be the way I carry on 
my thesis design process by using the 11 factors in the sense 
of classically and digitally tectonic way. 
For my thesis design phase 丨 am going to take Hong 
Kong Science Park Phase 3 (which is currently an empty 
land under planning) as my site, as I feel it is a suitable 
place for testing the Digital Tectonics framework； with 
the aid of technology and support from Phase 1 and 2, 
both classical and digital tectonics factors should be able 
to take into account in the design process, as an evidence 
proving the framework. 
Application of Theory -usage of classical & Digital Tectonics Framework 
Testing Site for Theory： 
Hong Kong Science Park, Pab Sheb Kob, Hong Kong 
Application of Theory -Usage of Classical & Digital Tectonics Framework 
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T H E TESTING SITE 
Hong Kong Science Parb (HKSP) 
-an infrastructure that provides a bnowledge-based and 
campus-libe environemnt. 
-high-technology enterprises and talented people can con-
verge to generate synergistic forces. 
-designed to accommodate companies of all sizes and 
stages of development 
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ISOLATED FROM 
PU 已 U C 
STANDARDIZATION 
OF FORM 
NOT SPEC IF IC TO 





Can the framework of Digital Tectonics also addressed to these social issue 
when going into design stages? 
Application of Theory -Usage of Classical & Digital Tectonics Framework 
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4 Layers of Movement 
•fl-；—-
Features in the Surrounding 
Circulation 
Theatre/ Exhibition 
Program of Existing Buildings 
Visible and Invisible Axises Splitting the Site 
Application of Theory -Usage of Classical & Digital Tectonics Framework 
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Junction between the 
buiding is important in 
the sense that how the 
internal circulation is 
made and also how the 
other reads the group 
externally. 
Moreover the junction 
of circulation inside the 
building can be some-
thing more than just a 
single layer. Different 
layers can be inter-con-
nected with each other. 
a) Junction between Buildings b) Junction between Floors 
Separated Nodes Continuous Floor Slabs Bridges Connecting Floor Slabs 
Inbetween Nodes 
Floor Slabs Splitting by Void Stairs Connecting Different Floor Slabs 
Combined Nodes 
c) Junction between Circulation and Strips 
Different Circulations Reacting with Strips of Different Sloping 
Application of Theory -Usage of Classical & Digital Tectonics Framework 
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C L A S S I C A L T E C T O N I C S CONSIDERATION： 
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Detail 
Detail can help to enrich 
the design, and moreo-
ver it can help to mabe 
the design more usable. 
For example glass can be 
added between the strips 
as windows, or handrails 
which help to enable a 
safer exterior circulation. 
Besides, secondary rein-
forcement members are 
added to the original 
design enhancing the 
stability of the overall 
system. 
a) Usable Details 
Adding Panel Glass Wall to Fill the Gap between Strips 
Adding Handrails to the Edges of the Strips 
戴,///, 
Adding Secondary Reinforcement between Strips 
Application of Theory -Usage of Classical & Digital Tectonics Framework 
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C L A S S I C A L T E C T O N I C S CONSIDERATION： 
Material 
When one goes for a 
journey in the Hong 
Kong Science Parb, one 
may surprise with the 
coherence of materials 
within the site. The ma-
jority of buildings con-
sumes a large propotion 
of glass and steel as ex-
ternal building materials. 
So it will be a good way 
to mabe glass and steel 
as raw material in design 
to soften the boundary 
between my design and 
the site content. 
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' C L A S S I C A L T E C T O N I C S CONSIDERATION： 
a) Treatment of Node Surface 
Object 
The above shows the 
design process converting 
the deformed surface to 
a more usable strip sur-
face. 
Moreover, object also 
related to the interpre-
tation of architecture, 
whether to read the 
whole piece as one or 
separated towers under-
neath. The building can 
be further divided when 
programs inside are tak-
en into account. 
1) Fundamental Flat Surface 
b) Interpretation of Architecture 
.洛 
2) Surface Deformed by a Node 
、、 
Building as one with the Roof； Separated Building Towers under the Roof 




.；々  / / 
3) Freeform Surface Differentiate 
by Slices 






: K E PARK NGTRESTAURANTTSHOPS 
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SCIENCE PARK W AVENUE SCIENCE PARKE AVENUE 
Application of Theory -Usage of Classical & Digital Tectonics Framework 
CUHK 
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' C L A S S I C A L T E C T O N I C S CONSIDERATION： 
卜、 
Structure 
structure helps to mabe 
the design to come true 
from paper work to red-
ity against gravity in the 
actural wor ld 
Secondary reinforcement 
members are added 
to the original design, 
forming a shell structure 
enhancing the stability 
of the overall system. 
Moreover the towers 
themselves serve as large 
columns the support the 
large shell being offseted 
from the ground. 
a) Structure of Roof Shell 
0 
strip Surface in U-Direction 
Stable Shell Structure 
b) Structure of Towers, and Towers as Large Column 
% 
\ 
Reinforcement Bar in V-Direction 
Application of Theory -Usage of Classical & Digital Tectonics Framework 
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' C L A S S I C A L T E C T O N I C S CONSIDERATION： 
Construction 
From the aboce we can 
see how the freeform 
floor slabs are made on 
site, with the applica-
tion of metal frameworb, 
bars and concrete. 
With the aid of exist-
ing technology in phase 
1 and 2, the building of 
phase 3 can be made 
more efficiently accord-
ing to the economic rules 
for building convenience, 
since the site is just next 
to the construction area. 
a) Process of On-site Concrete Casting of Irregular Floor Slabs 
4 
竹：k & 
step 1： Frameworb Step 2： Reinforcement Bars Step 3： Cables in Tension 
i 
Step 4: Concrete Filling Step 5： Framework Removed 




from Computers _ — 乂 
Building Pieces Fabricated at Phase 1 and 2 On-site Composition of Building Pieces Fabricated at Phase 3 
Application of Theory -Usage of Classical & Digital Tectonics Framework 
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Tolo Habour Seaside 
Walh. 













b) Intoducing a New Surface to Smoother! the Connection 
Interaction 
The above shows the 
existing condition at the 
site, while different ele-
ments are rather sepa-
rated with each other. 
And thus the design 
idea is to use a smooth 
surface to connect dif-
ferent elements from the 
Tolo Habour up to the 
tall mountain at CUHK 
campus. 
Application of Theory -Usage of Classical & Digital Tectonics Framework 
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C L A S S I C A L T E C T O N I C S CONSIDERATION： 
a) Site Condition： from Tolo Habour to CUHK 
Bibe Tract? 
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Different Slider Factors： 









'DIGITAL T E C T O N I C S CONSIDERATION： 
r \ r \ 
Generation 
Form of architecture can 
be controlled by adjust-
ing the values on sliders, 
if different design factors 
are being abstracted into 
numbers and digits. And 
thus when we try to vary 
the sliders slightly, a mas-
sive number of trials of 
forms will be generated 
rapidly and thus we can 
pick up the one we like 
for further design or ex-
ploration. And thus time 
is being saued with the 
aid of digital technology. 
a) Generation of Forms Based on Adjustment on 
Stre: 









Massive Generation of Form by Variation of Slider Valu 
eg. Strength of Force, 
Position of Point 
Radius of Force 
etc. 
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Human VS Sloping Bibe VS Sloping 
c) Reaction of Different Motion with Changes in Sloping 
i 
a 
b) Different Motion nto the Site, without Layers and wfth Layers 
Messy Circulations Interacting on the Same Plane 




The existing condition at 
the site, while different 
elements are rather sep-
arated with each other. 
If the planning of phase 3 
is not carefully done the 
circulation pattern will 
become massive most 
likely as phase 1 and 2. 
The design idea is to use 
the natural slope of the 
surface so as to define 
the accessibility of differ-
ent objects like human 
or bike automatically, 
whether this area is for 
them or not. 
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DIGITAL TECTON ICS CONSIDERATION： 
a) Existing Alternating Pattern of Motion 
Application of Theory -Usage of Classical & Digital Tectonics Framework 
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Extraction of Different Information 
•ItBadiusil 
How to transform abstract factors into Slider Factors： 




(Height of Tower J 
.CKJ f \ 
[f Floor Height of tt 
S V ™ J 
^ i l d Bounda^ -:：；' 
I Location of ToweiV^ 
V J 
f At t ract ive/、 
[ Repulsive Jr 
V Force J 
Information 
Form of architecture can 
be controlled by adjust-
ing the values on sliders, 
if different design factors 
are being abstracted into 
numbers and digits. 
X 
Computer Model 
b) Data-in： Sliders of Information 
Moreover this is not just 
an input but also output 
process, once the design 
is completed, it can be 
transformed into digital 
data and sent to differ-
ent professional working 
parties for rapid con-
struction work in differ-
ent area. 
DIGITAL T E C T O N I C S CONSIDERATION： 
a) Data-out： From Form to Numbers and Informations 
Design Transformed 
into Digital Data 
31011 flOOIOOIOOIOC 
1)00011001001011! 
D10100110110015 !I00101001011( 1001C 
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Computer Models in Rhino 
, .timmmm fummmtt 
I Pt I^BB^JflBSR 
l^f i ip^Ujfail Trur i 廬 i i 
Form Variation by Changing Values of Sliders 
a) Advanced Fabrication： 3D Printing 
Computer Models in Rhino Fabrication Models by 3D Printer 
Too accurate and rigid for further 
studies and modification... 
b) Easy Fabrication： Vacuum Former (Special Study) 
Fabrication 
Nowadays we can dh 
rectly produce the ac-
tural form through 3D 
printing, and yet the 
form is too perfect and 
there is no room for 
modification. 
And thus my special 
study is to make mould 
by myself from data ex-
tracted； and this vacuum 
former helps to make a 
lot of easy models which 
can help for spacial stud-
ies economically and 
easily. 
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DIGITAL T E C T O N I C S CONSIDERATION： 
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4. Laser Cutting for 2D Slices 5. 3D Moulds Made from 2D Pieces 




6. Mass Production of Plastic Models by Vacuum Former Form and Space Analysis by Different Pieces 
Application of Theory -Usage of Classical & Digital Tectonics Framework 
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〜IDEA D I A G R A M S 
Tolo Habour 
Pedestrain 
Thesis Report Prepared hy Bohhy, ,1 L' VEUNG Chim Ha 
Science Parb Phase 3 
Science Park E Avenue 
Tolo High-
way 
y / / / / / 
Science Park W Avenue 
N a t u r a l L a n d s c a p e o f t h e Site 
CUHK 








as a Prism 
A r c h i t e c t u r e as a Pr ism t o Spl i t M i x e d Layers o f M o v e m e n t 
F i n a l D e s i g n -Hong Kong Science Park Phase 3 with Digital Tectonics 
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^~~jp,,.... , . . , „ , ] . 、 
— ： ^ y 
:passes throughrundemeathM2S! iM^s^ I 
Combined Solution： Splitting Mixed Layers of Movement by Architectural Form on Site 
Final Design -Hong Kong Science Park Phase 3 with Digital Tectonics 
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Surfaces Deformed by Attractive/Repulsive Points (Sectional View) 
Surfaces Deformed by Attractive/Repulsive Points (Plan View) 
In order to alter the existing sepa-
rated layers of movement, a (or 
some) new node is being inserted 
on the site randomly. The node 
can be either given a attractive 
or repulsive force and the surface 
with react respectively, as shown 
on the left hand side. 
When an attractive node is being 
added the surface is bought closer 
to the node； while in the reverse 
case the surface will be repelled if 
it is affected by a repulsive node. 
The new surface generated a 
different spacial definition and 
experience than before which is a 
flat one, and thus different pro-
grams can be inserted according 
to their nature. 
Final Design -Hong Kong Science Park Phase 3 with Digital Tectonics 
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、 Possibilities of REPULSIVE NODES 
.Building of Sev^erd Stories 
Light Well for Interior 
；High Headroom Space 
；Overlapping of Layers 
as Natural Definition of Accessibility 




Separation of Buildings as Separation of Continuous Space as Separation between Different Layers 
Location for Supportive Structure as Indictaion of Spacial Difference as Surface for Swtiching Layers 
Final Design -Hong Kong Science Park Phase 3 with Digital Tectonics 
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r Surface is deformed when a single node is inserted which 
is predicatable, but when more and more nodes are being 
inserted the overall surface generated became uncertain, 
and thus digital tools is necessary in this case. And with 
layering of surfaces more specific spaces can be defined 
according to their usage, like for vehicles a horizontal flat 
surface is needed while human can still be active even on 
a nature curve surface. 
Artifical Layer 
for Bikes 
Schematic Section： 3 Layers of Surface 
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DESIGN I N T E N S I O N MODELS： N O D E S D ISTURBING M O V E R M E N T 
Key： 
1. Original Movement 
2. With a Repusive Node 
3. With an Attractive Node 
I V I o d e l S - Parti Models Exploration and Final Models Presentation 
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'STUDY O F SURFACE DIVIS ION A N D C O N N E C T I O N O N SITE 
Key： 
1. Surface Model A15000 
2. Surface Model B: 15000 
3. Site Model 15000 
4. Site Model 1:5000 (Close up) 
I V I o d e l S - Parti Models Exploration and Final Models Presentation 
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'STRIP MODEL 1 ： SAME GROUND 
Key： 
1. External View 1 
2. External View 2 
3. Internal V/iew; 1 
4. Internal View 2 
I V I o d e l S - Parti Models Exploration and Final Models Presentation 
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'STRIP M O D E L 2： L E V E L D I F F E R E N C E 
Key： 
1. External View 1 
2. External View 2 
3. Internal View 1 
4. Internal V/icvw 2 
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15th M ARCH GRADUATE 謹麗 
Thesis Report Prepared hy BohJiy, A U YEUNG Chun IV{/ 
' 3 D PRINTING MODELS: SURFACE BY NODE 
Key： 
1. Curve Surface by a Node 
2. Close Up View 
3. Differentiate Strip Surface 
4. Close Up View 
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15th M ARCH GRADUATE 麗題 
Thesis Rcpori Prepared by Bohhy, AU YE UNO Chun IVa 
' 3 D PRINTING M O D E L S : SURFACE BY N O D E 
Key： 
1. Bracing Member Added 
2. Close Up View 
3. Surface by More Nodes 
4. Close Up View 
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15th M ARCH GRADUATE 謹麗 
Thesis Report Prepared by Bobby, A U YEUNG Chun IVa 
' 3 D PRINTING M O D E L S : SURFACE BY N O D E 
Key： 
1. Layers of Strip Surfaces 
2. Layers of Strip Surfaces 
3. Layers of Strip Surfaces 
4. Close Up View 
2 
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15th M ARCH GRADUATE 讓題 
Thesis Report Prepared by Bobby, AU YEUNG Chun Wa 
LAYERS OF SURFACE= ARCHITECTURE 
Key： 
1. Artifical Ground Surface 
2. Natural Freeform Mid-Surface 
3. Artifical Bibe Surface 
4. Interior View (Layers) 
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Thesis Report Prepared by Bobby, AU YEUNG Chun fVa 
•DIGITAL T E C T O N I C S CONSIDERATION： 
Key： 
1. Surface by Vacuum Former 
2. Core Study 1 
3. Core Study 2 
4. Core Study 3 
5. Core Study 4 
6. Core Study 5 
7. Core Study 6 
8. Opening Study 
9. Layering Study 1 
10. Layering Study 2 
11. Layering Study 3 
12. Layering Study 4 
13. Layering Study 5 
14. Layering Study 6 
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15th M ARCH GRADUATE j j 
Thesis Report Prepared by Bobby, A U YEUNG Chun IVa 
' 3 D PRINTING M O D E L A S F I N A L 
Final Model 
1:2500 
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' 3 D PRINTING M O D E L A S F I N A L 
Thesis Report Pre pa red by Bobby, J U YEUNG Chun Wa 
Final Model 
J 1:2500 
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15th M ARCH GRADUATE jj 
Thesis Report Prepared by Bohhy. AU YEUNG Own Wa 
Final Model 
1:2500 
' 3 D PRINTING M O D E L A S F I N A L 
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' O N L I N E REFERENCE： 














8. digital toolbox 
http://www.digitaltoolbox.info/ 
9. Horst Kiechle - Subliminal Structures 
http://www.amorphous-constructions.com/goetheanumVRML.html 
10. ARS Electronica 
http://www.aec.at/index_en.php 
11. Grasshopper I Design Reform 
http://designreform.net/ccitegory/tutorials/_tutorials-rhino/ 












18. Geometry Gym 
http://geometrygym.blogspot.com/ 
19. LaN I Live Architecture Network » Research 
http://www.livearchitecture.net/archives/category/lan/research 
20. (3 [ u t o ] 
http://utos.blogspot.com/ 
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Architectural Design (Journal) 
NAl .A563 V.38 
Architectural Design, launched in 1930, is an influential 
and prestigious publication with an almost unrivalled 
reputation worldwide, consistently at the forefront 
of cultural thought and design. Time and again it has 
proved stimulating and provocative 一 inspiring theoreti-
cal, creative and technological advances, and providing 
space for topical architectural issues in a way that is 
impossible in other publications. 
Digital Tectonics 
by Neil Leach, David Turnbull and Chris Williams 
NA 2720 D54 2004 
This book outlines an emerging paradigm in architec-
tural design -a renewed interest in structure and a grow-
ing synergy between architects and engineers. This has 
been facilitated by the use of digital technologies, which 
are affording ever greater insights into the structural 
behaviour of buildings and enabling the fabrication and 
assembly of increasingly complex forms. 
New Tectonics 
by Yu-Tung Liu and Chor-Kheng Lim 
This book defines the studies of digital tectonics- the 
dramatic change of traditional architectural construction 
in association with digital technology. Given that the 
development of modern technology, some critical phe-
nomena of digital tectonics have emerged to reveal the 
new type of theory. It immediately raises the question 
that the difference between the old and new tectonics, 
which is vet to be define in this books with the readers. 
Digital Gehry: 
Material Resistance Digital Construction 
by Bruce Lindsey 
This book focuses on Gehry's evolving design process, 
and how digital tools and processes have been adapted 
to a global/collaborative/singular practice; a fluent prac-
tice. It also outlines the role of digital tootsin an emer-
gent design and construction process where a renewed 
passion and desire is resulting in a new architecture. 
、 ： 
Digital Eisenman: 
An Office of the Electronic Era 
by Luca Galofaro 
NA737 E33 63713 1999 
The electronic paradigm throws down a difficult chal-
lenge for architecture in that it defines reality through 
media and simulation. This book leads the reader, step 
by step, in discovering how an avant garde architect 
works in theory and practice to create spaces typical of 
the new electrinic era. 
GREGLYNNFORM 
by Mark Rappoly 
This book explained clearly some work examples o f 、 
the digital architecture master- Greg Lynn in terms of 
several key topics including cribs, structure, massing, 
apertures, color, geometry, families, medium, robots, 
fictions, and how the above factors are related to the 
digital aspect and eventually forming the piece of fancy 
digital architecture. 
Digital Diagram H: Architecture + Interior 
by Jeong Kwang Young 
This book is a collection of provocative projects from 
a young generation of digitally enabled designers. This 
publication oscillates between the analog and the digi-
tal, from concept to realisation, mapping processes as 
it explores the diverse digital paths that lead innovative 
spaces, poetic narratives and social interactions. 
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Studies in Tectonic Culture 
by Kenneth Frampton 
NA642 .F73 1995 
This book raises the concern of the definition of tectonic 
in architectural aspect, which is a long existing and yet 
fundamental theory. The author investigates the culture 
through studies of famous architects and their pieces 
of works, including Frank Lloyd Wright, Louis Kahn and 
Carlo Sera pa, etc. step by step and clearly states the way 
to appreciate the works under the timeless theory of 
tectonics architecturally and in other aspects. 
Digital Architecture : 
Passage through Hinterlands 
by Ruairi Glynn & Sara Shafiei 
Digital Architecture; Passages Through Hinterlands is a 
collection of provocative projects from a young genera-
tion of digitally enabled designers. This publication oscil-
lates between the analog and the digital, from concept 
to realisation, mapping processes as it explores the 
diverse digital paths that lead innovative spaces, poetic 
narratives and social interactions. 
Designing for a Digital World 
by Neil Leach 
NA2543.T43 D27 2002 
This book suggests that digital technologies are chang-
ing the way that we live and work today, but also raise 
the question "What impact are they having on the 
discipline of architecture". And thus it brings together 
some of the world's leading voices from digital theory, 
technology and design to address the question, with a 
discussion ranging from board cultural concerns to new 
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